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Next two heartsteps studies will involve individuals who have had a recent heart attack.

This is a simplified version of heartsteps so that I can explain the issues with clarity.
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Place (home – work – other)

Time of day (morning – lunch – midPM – evening – after dinner)

Day (weekday – weekend)

Weather/Activity venue (outside – inside – outside snow)
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The JITAI decision rules specify when, where and in which context is it most effective to 
deliver (“push”) a treatment
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Place (home – work – other)

Time of day (morning – lunch – midPM – evening – after dinner)

Day (weekday – weekend)

Weather/Activity venue (outside – inside – outside snow)

So that’s 90 buckets. In addition, for most conditions we also had both sedentary & 
active activity suggestions. Sedentary messages were suggestions for stretching or quick 
(1-2 minutes) of activity; active messages were at least 5 minutes of activity. Taking those 
into account, we had closer to 150 buckets of messages.
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Don’t deliver if weather is bad and calendar is busy.
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Should we push treatments?
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Discuss why we randomize
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Time varying treatment (e.g whether or not a recommendation is delivered at each 
decision time) implies need for time-varyin effects.
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Check to see if correct.
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Check to see if correct.
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Time var
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Not Useful: When malleable circumstances are rare. For example the MRT is not 
useful for deciding what to do when there are early signs of mania in people with a 
bi-polar disorder; this is because episodes of mania are relatively rare.  A second 
example is when the proximal outcomes targeted by the push intervention cannot 
be feasibly assessed at frequent intervals (burdensome, intrusive self-reports).

Useful: When malleable circumstances change rapidly over time. For example MRT 
might be useful in deciding how to help people with serious mental illnesses cope 
with stress or depressive symptoms; these individuals might experience rapid and 
frequent changes in symptoms on a day-to-day basis. A second example is when the 
proximal outcomes targeted by the push intervention can be feasibly assessed at 
frequent intervals (via unobtrusive sensors or unobtrusive self-report).
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